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Abstract. To create a personalized response, a generative model
must take into account personal information about the user, ques-
tion asked, and domain knowledge. Therefore, it is necessary to learn
how to extract relevant information that will help the generative
model to compose a response to the user. In this work, we propose
to split the process into three stages: selection of relevant sentences
from the textual knowledge base, selection of the most suitable sen-
tences of the textual persona description taking into account the
extracted knowledge, and response generation based on the knowl-
edge and persona. We use the sentence Transformer and adapt the
algorithm from the CLIP paper to obtain contextual sentence em-
beddings to extract the most relevant text spans from the knowl-
edge base. We have found that the focal loss shows better results
in tasks of binary classification of a persona using the FoCus im-
balanced dataset as an example. We have also shown that text2text
Transformer BART performs well in the tasks of conditional re-
sponse generation in a dialog. This system achieved a state-of-the-
art result at the leaderboard of The 1st Workshop on Customized
Chat Grounding Persona1. The code for this work is available at
https://github.com/dmitrymailk/deeppavlov_focus.

§1. Introduction

Creating personalities for chatbots makes them more attractive to the
target audience. By incorporating brand-specific personality traits and
characteristics, we can create a chatbot with a strong personality that
will drive customer engagement and satisfaction. In addition, having a
persona helps manage the language and tone of the chatbot, which can
help businesses communicate more effectively with their customers [1,5,6].
Besides, knowledge-based chatbots can be used for customer support or
information retrieval [2, 26]. Combining both persona and knowledge may
help to create a chatbot that could provide users with information relevant
to them, and at the same time do it in a form that is unique to a brand.

Key words and phrases: knowledge grounding and persona-based generation and
knowledge-based generation and dialog systems.
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In this work, we propose the KRGP (Knowledge-based Response Gener-
ation with Persona) system, which uses external textual knowledge about
the object and the textual user’s persona description. This model takes
into account the context of the use of knowledge about the world, and also
evaluates the appropriateness of involving personal information about the
user in order to generate a response.

We propose to use three models: Knowledge Extractor, Persona Extrac-
tor, and Generation Model. Knowledge Extractor selects the most relevant
knowledge about the world based on the whole user’s persona and dialog
context. Persona Extractor then evaluates the appropriateness of using cer-
tain facts about the user from the persona description. And finally, dialog
context, extracted persona and extracted knowledge sentences are passed
to the Generation Model to generate a human-like response to the user.

Section 2 introduces the most common approaches to persona-based and
knowledge-based generation. The utilized dataset is described in Section 3.
The detailed description of the proposed system is given in Section 4. The
setup of the experiments and the results are presented in Sections 5 and 6.

§2. Related Work

2.1. Knowledge Grounded Conversation. To allow the model to or-
ganically add information to the cue and create believable answers, re-
searchers create datasets with open domain dialogs [2, 7, 19]and dialogs
with personal recommendations [3]. Researchers then use pre-trained mod-
els such as T5 [14] or BART [8] and build dialog systems in end-to-end
mode [9,21]. These models can generate text in response to user questions
or comments using information from the knowledge base and context from
previous messages in the conversation. Through the use of pre-trained
models and large amounts of data, these conversational systems can be
quite accurate and natural in their responses.

2.2. Persona Grounded Conversation. To make responses more nat-
ural and personalized to the user, the PersonaChat [24] dataset was cre-
ated; the dataset contains not only dialogs but also personal information
about each participant in the conversation. The authors of [24] proposed to
use the Profile Memory Network, which takes into account the history of
the dialog and information about each participant. However, these models
tend to be too self-centered, presenting information about themselves and
not taking into account the interests of the interlocutor.
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In COSPLAY [23], the authors solve this problem using the Concept
Set framework. However, in real-life applications we may not always have
a description of the persona of the interlocutor, which requires us to create
her profile from available data. The authors pay attention to this problem
in the following work [25].

§3. Dataset

The 1st Workshop on Customized Chat Grounding Persona introduced
a new dataset FoCus [5] which for each sentence contains information
about the utilized persona and general knowledge. This dataset emulates
a dialog between a machine and human. FoCus contains 12, 484 dialogs,
5, 152 Wikipedia facts, and 32, 855 user persona sentences. FoCus has an
official division into train and validation subsets. In this paper, the sample
is a pair of user requests and responses with relevant personal informa-
tion and knowledge of the outside world. A sample from the dataset is
presented in Figure 1.

Each dialog contains a list of sentences with general knowledge and a list
of sentences with a user’s persona description. On each step of the dialog,
different sentences from the general knowledge and persona can be utilized.
The dataset provides the sentences utilized for response generation on each
step of the dialog.

§4. Methodology

The process of conditional response generation to the user differs de-
pending on the stage, e.g., training or inference. During the training pro-
cess, we utilize the user’s persona and general knowledge sentences orig-
inally indicated in the dataset. In the inference process, since we do not
know which general knowledge and persona sentences should be utilized,
we use the Knowledge Extractor and Persona Extractor, respectively. Both
Extractors select sentences from given lists corresponding to each dialog.

4.1. Model Components. KRGP consists of three parts: Knowledge
Extractor, Persona Extractor and Generation Model. The Knowledge Ex-
tractor is responsible for extracting the most relevant sentences from the
list of knowledge which is originally a list of facts from Wikipedia. The
Persona Extractor determines how appropriate it is to use user’s persona
description to fit it seamlessly into the response. The Generation Model
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Figure 1. Sample from the FoCus [5] dataset. List of per-
sona sentences is the same for the entire dialog. List of
knowledge sentences can vary through the dialog.

uses all the information selected in the previous steps to generate a re-
sponse to the current dialog context.

Depending on the mode of use, the logic of the algorithm may differ.
In Figure 2 we demonstrate a training data processing pipeline. During
training all three components utilize the ground truth selection of the
knowledge and persona.

During the inference stage, we first utilize the Knowledge Extractor to
select the most relevant knowledge sentences among the given list, then
pass those selected knowledge sentences to the Persona Extractor that de-
termines which persona sentences may be used for the response generation.
At the end, selected knowledge and persona sentences are transferred to
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Figure 2. Training pipeline. Knowledge Extraction con-
sists of four steps: (1) computing context embedding from
persona description and the user question; (2) comput-
ing embeddings for knowledge candidates; (3) computing
cosine similarity for the knowledge candidates’ embed-
dings and context embedding; (4) computing the loss with
original knowledge candidates’ labels. Persona Extraction
consists of two steps: (1) computing the confidence score
based on the persona, user question and knowledge sen-
tence; (2) computing the loss with the original persona
sentences’ labels. Response Generation consists of two
steps: (1) generating the response based on the persona,
knowledge and user question; (2) computing the loss with
the original one.

the response Generation Model to generate a response according to the
current context.

4.1.1. Knowledge Extractor. The dataset contains a list of general knowl-
edge sentences for each dialog which may be used for response generation.
On each step of the dialog exactly one knowledge sentence is used, which
allows us to reformulate the knowledge extraction problem to finding the
knowledge sentence most similar to the dialog context.

In order to build a model that would correctly respond to the context,
the original dataset is altered as follows. Each training sample is a pair
of two strings, similarly to CLIP [17]. The first one is context, which is
a concatenation of the whole user’s persona description and the last user
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Figure 3. Inference pipeline. Knowledge Extraction con-
sists of four steps: (1) computing the context embedding
from persona description and the user question; (2) com-
puting embeddings for knowledge candidates; (3) comput-
ing cosine similarity for the knowledge candidates’ em-
beddings and context embedding; (4) select the predicted
knowledge candidate that maximizes the cosine similarity.
Persona Extraction consists of three steps: (1) comput-
ing confidence score based on the persona, user question
and knowledge sentence; (2,3) selecting predicted persona
sentence with the highest confidence level. Finally, the
Response Generation Model generates a response based
on the predicted persona, predicted knowledge, and user
question.

utterance in the dialog context. The second one is the knowledge sentence
which may be utilized for the response generation on the current step.

We want to find the most relevant knowledge sentence among the given
list, so we build a model that would assign the highest score to the ground
truth pair of context and knowledge. In order to train a ranking model,
we used the symmetric cross-entropy loss, similar to the loss utilized by
the CLIP model. The cosine distance between vector representations of
texts is utilized as a metric of relevance. The algorithm is presented in
Algorithm 1, and the scale factor is a hyperparameter significantly affecting
the convergence.
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm for Training Knowledge Extractor.
context← combination of the persona and last user question
knowledge← knowledge facts from dataset
L← length of knowledge
scale_factor ← 20
source_sentences← lm_model(context)
knowledge_sentences← lm_model(knowledge)
labels← range(L)
scores← scale_factor × source_sentences× knowledge_sentences
loss_f ← CrossEntropyLoss()
loss← 1

2 × (loss_f(scores, labels) + loss_f(scoresT , labels))

4.1.2. Persona Extractor. In order to make the system’s responses look
more natural, we propose a model that determines the appropriateness of
using facts about the user, e.g., sentences from persona description. On
each step any number of persona sentences can be utilized. Therefore, the
problem was reformulated as binary classification where sentences belong
to class 1 if they should be used for response generation and to class 0 in
other cases. On the training stage, the input of the Persona Extractor is
the last user utterance and the ground truth utilized knowledge. On the
inference stage, we use the knowledge sentence selected by the Knowledge
Extractor.

On average, any information about a person in the original dataset was
used only in 13% of the cases, so we are dealing with an imbalanced dataset.
To solve this problem, we used focal loss [12] as well as a special method
of selecting training examples. The strategy is as follows: since the initial
dataset contains a predominant number of negative samples, we decided
to take one positive and one negative sample from every step of the dialog.
If there was no positive example at some step, only one negative sample
was added to the training examples. The Focal loss function for two classes
was utilized for training with hyperparameters γ equal to 2.0 and α equal
to 0.5.

4.1.3. Generation Model. We used the original BART architecture to train
the response generation model. As an input to the model, we provide con-
catenated selected persona sentences, selected knowledge sentence, and the
last user utterance. As the target sequence, we use the ground truth sys-
tem’s response from the dataset. During the training stage, the ground
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truth knowledge and persona sentences were fed to the model, while dur-
ing the inference stage, the sentences selected by Knowledge and Persona
Extractors were used.

§5. Experiments

5.1. Experiment Details. We compared two models from the Hugging
Face [22] library for Knowledge and Persona Extractors: small DeBER-
TaV3 [4] (microsoft/deberta-v3-small) with 44M parameters and base
MPNet [18] (sentence-transformers/all-mpnet-base-v2) with 110M
parameters. The model DeBERTaV3 was selected as a state of the art
model for the SuperGLUE task but demonstrated low performance on our
task. MPNet was picked up as a state of the art model for the sentence
embedding task. Persona and Knowledge Extractors were trained for five
and four epochs, which took 3.1 and 3.2 hours correspondingly.

The base BART model [8] (facebook/bart-base-model) with 140M
parameters was used to create the response Generation Model without
any architectural changes. For the generative model, batch size of four was
used with dialog history of one last utterance. All models were trained on
an RTX-3060 12GB. The response Generation Model was trained for four
epochs, which took 2.5 hours.

To optimize all three models, we used the AdamW optimizer [13] with
a learning rate of 6.25e− 5.

Baselines. As the baselines, we chose the original solution by the
dataset’s authors [5], the INFO [10] and Proto-Gen [20] models.

5.2. Evaluation. To evaluate the quality of our models, we use the same
metrics as in the original FoCus paper. Text generation is evaluated us-
ing chrF++ [16], BLEU [15], and ROUGE-L [11]. To assess the quality
of extraction, accuracy metric is used for both Knowledge and Persona
Extractors.

§6. Results

6.1. Knowledge Extractor. The comparison of different models for
Knowledge Extractor is presented in Table 1. Since the task was formulated
as a ranking problem, it could be solved by computing the cosine similarity
of the context and knowledge embeddings. We tried two different embed-
ding models: small DeBERTaV3 and base MPNet. Our experiments show
that sentence-transformers/all-mpnet-base-v2 performs significantly
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Table 1. Knowledge Extractor training results.

Model Training Knowledge
Accuracy Data Subset

TF-IDF 61.23 valid
debertav3-small 7.98 valid
debertav3-small Finetuned 17.68 valid
all-mpnet-base-v2 93.43 valid
all-mpnet-base-v2 93.38 test
all-mpnet-base-v2 Finetuned 98.90 valid
all-mpnet-base-v2 Finetuned 98.84 test

Table 2. Persona Extractor training results. CE loss de-
notes cross-entropy loss.

Model Loss Persona
Accuracy Data Subset

predict only zeros
(never use persona) - 86.69 valid
debertav3-small CE loss 92.12 valid
debertav3-small Weighted CE loss 91.74 valid
debertav3-small Weighted CE loss 91.49 test
debertav3-small Focal loss 92.12 valid
all-mpnet-base-v2 CE loss 92.44 valid
all-mpnet-base-v2 Focal loss 92.45 valid
all-mpnet-base-v2 Focal loss 92.27 test

better than a similar microsoft/deberta-v3-small model. The MPNet
model also performs well in unsupervised mode.

6.2. Persona Extractor. The comparison of different models for Per-
sona Extractor is presented in Table 2. The imbalance of the persona se-
lection classes demonstrates that the officially proposed accuracy metric is
not the best choice for the task. With accuracy metric, the score is high
even if the persona extractor does not predict any persona sentence uti-
lization. According to the results of experiments, Focal loss improves the
model based on the sentence-transformers/all-mpnet-base-v2 which
also outperforms extractors based on debertav3-small.
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Table 3. Table with system comparisons. KRGP denotes
our proposed system.

System Persona
Accuracy

Knowledge
Accuracy BLEU CharF++ ROUGE-L

FOCUS [5] 86.85 65.06 10.87 27.90 30.98
INFO [10] 82.70 99.24 31.46 53.29 53.06
Proto-Gen [20] 85.02 85.18 19.85 42.32 38.84
KRGP 92.27 98.84 32.47 53.90 54.31

6.3. Response Generation Model. The comparison of our system to
the baselines is presented in Table 3. The performance of the model was
evaluated on a dataset of dialog responses. We found out that our KRGP
approach outperformed other considered methods, including the model
from the original paper, and achieved state-of-the-art results in terms of
both extractor’s accuracy and text evaluation metrics.

6.4. Examples. In Figure 4 we present an example of the KRGP sys-
tem’s predictions. One the first step, we predict the knowledge sentence
taking into account all persona sentences and user input. Second, we pre-
dict persona sentences (zero, one or several) based on the predicted knowl-
edge and user input. Finally, the model conditioned on predicted knowledge
and persona sentences and user input generates a response.

6.5. Effect of extractors on generation. Additionally, we conducted
an ablation study to analyze the contribution of extractors in our system
to the overall performance. The results of the ablation study are shown in
Table 4.

We have analyzed the influence of extractors and searched for the upper
bound for our generative model. According to Table 2, we can see that if
we have perfect extractors (utilizing true sentences), for a given generative
model, we can increase generation scores by an average of 1.71 points. How-
ever, Persona Extractor has a significant negative impact on the metrics
on a valid subset, which could be explained by poor performance compared
to Knowledge Extractor.

§7. Conclusion

In this work, we have presented a Knowledge-based Response Genera-
tion with Persona system which extracts most relevant facts from general
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Figure 4. Example of the system predictions.

Table 4. Analysis of the effect of Knowledge and Persona
Extractors on the Response Generation Model.

Persona Knowledge BLEU CharF++ ROUGE-L
Avg
Gene-
ration

Data
Subset

Diff.
from the
best avg

true true 36.02 57.25 57.35 50.20 valid -
true extracted 34.85 56.20 56.16 49.07 valid 1.13

extracted true 34.37 55.75 55.75 48.62 valid 1.58
extracted extracted 34.26 55.61 55.60 48.49 valid 1.71
extracted extracted 32.47 53.90 54.31 46.89 test 3.30

knowledge, selects appropriate sentences from the persona description, and
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generates a response to the current dialog context taking into account se-
lected knowledge and persona. The approach is developed based on the
FoCus dataset presented in the framework of The 1st Workshop on Cus-
tomized Chat Grounding Persona. The system consists of three consequent
steps of data processing and may be easily integrated into a modular di-
alog system. The proposed system contains the following steps: ranking
of knowledge sentences to select the most suitable one, binary classifica-
tion of pairs dialog context and persona sentence, and conditional response
generation. The proposed KRGP system achieves state of the art results,
outperforming both the baselines and, as of today, all competitors on the
leaderboard. The KRGP system is based on models with 110M and 140M
parameters, which makes it a production-ready approach.

§8. Limitations

Unfortunately, the proposed approach has a number of limitations that
require additional research. First, the system does not construct user data,
using ready-made examples instead. It is likely that if we change the format
and domain of the user data, the model will not work like it did on the
original dataset. Second, we make an assumption that the information
necessary for response generation is found in only one section of the text.
Such an assumption does not let us use several fragments of the text for
further conditioning of the model, which might equip it with additional
knowledge on each step and thus improve its performance.
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